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A multi-caliber
bullpup for the
multi-mission sniper.
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SRS
A BULLPUP SNIPER RIFLE?
Bullpups are outsiders here in American
gun culture. When I see a bullpup rifle,
I am immediately reminded of their
predominantly European heritage and
popularity with our friendly neighbors
across the pond. To me, bullpups have
served as a symbol of the differences between our gun cultures and that, while I
may not be an avid fan, others over there
certainly are.
Bullpups have always seemed just a
bit eccentric to me, so I experienced
some conflicting feelings when I received a Desert Tactical Arms Stealth
Recon Scout to evaluate. It was a bullpup
rifle (so European), made for snipers
(where America clearly dominates) by a
gentleman out in Utah (Utah?). But Utah
was the home of John Moses Browning,
so the state does have a history of fine
firearms design.

BULLPUP IN A BOX
I immediately pulled the rifle out of the
case and commenced acquainting myself
with its unique layout and design. My first
impression was that the rifle’s balance was
ideal for positional and offhand shooting.
Its weight is evenly spread throughout
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its length, with a balancing point just
forward of the triggerguard. This means
that if you shouldered the rifle and fired it
while standing, there would be no muzzleheavy weight to counteract, as commonly
encountered on other heavy-barreled
sniper rifles.
I cycled the bolt and pulled the trigger to see what it felt like. A common
complaint among bullpup shooters is the
trigger. A bullpup rifle has to use linkage
that runs from the trigger to the rear of
the bolt where the hammer drops. This
linkage adds a series of lengthy levers that
frequently makes for a mushy trigger. The
SRS trigger was outstanding. I don’t mean
outstanding for a bullpup, I mean just
plain old outstanding. There
was no creep at all, and the
trigger broke at two pounds,
eight ounces. It is very much a
match trigger.
// The Stealth Recon Scout
was originally designed
around the .338 LM (near
right), but is also available in
three other calibers including
the .300 Win. Mag. (center)
and .308 Win. (far right).
Note the unique follower in
the .308 magazine. A freefloated quad rail is designed
to readily accept the addition
of a night vision device to be
placed in front of a stationary optic.
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Other key features that attracted my
attention were the ambidextrous safety
and magazine release. The SRS isn’t very
conducive to left-handed firing, because a
lefty will have to move his face away from
the rifle to cycle the bolt, but the ambidextrous safety and magazine release enable
the lefty to at least fire the rifle and drop
the mag with a minimum of inconvenience.

TACTICAL APPLICATIONS
The largest advantage that bullpups have
over conventionally styled rifles is their
length. The SRS has an overall length of
371/2 inches, just a hair longer than the

rail as a fore-end brings with
it several widely recognized
tactical advantages. A quad
rail, like the one on the SRS,
allows the operator to quickly
and easily mount a night
vision device (NVD) in front of
the scope. Such an arrangement allows the operator of an
SRS to quickly configure the
rifle for nighttime operations
without having to rezero or
remove his scope. Most sniper
rifles require the retrofit of a
small section of rail above the
fore-end if the operator wants
to use NVDs. Not so with the
SRS. It comes ready when you
// Desert Tactical Arms unveiled the SRS at the 2008 SHOT Show, and it was regarded by those
open the box.
attending as the most unexpected surprise. This magazine’s test rifle came with everything
The SRS is also one of the
shown here including three cartridge-specific barrels, bolts, and magazine assemblies.
most sling-friendly rifles
I’ve ever tested. There are
M4 issued to our troops overseas. Army fied, yet few rifles can be infiltrated using sockets on either side of the buttstock
Special Operations Command (SOCOM) is this technique. A rifle cannot be placed in to accommodate the rear quick-detach
looking for a new Precision Sniper Rifle a case for free-fall operations, because the swivel, as well as four attachment points
(PSR) and has a requirement that no case would act like a wing once outside the machined into the quad rail to accomsingle component measure longer than aircraft, spinning the sniper to his death. modate the forward QD swivel. Snipers,
40 inches. SOCOM recognizes the impor- Even long guns must therefore be jumped demographically, are the most likely to
tance of having a rifle that can easily be without a protective case. Most rifles with train and shoot with a sling, as it greatly
carried (or jumped) into combat and has folding stocks will fold to the left and have facilitates stability in positional shooting.
thus set that as the max length, stowed. the bolt handle sticking out on the right, Shooting with a sling seems to have fallen
The majority of rifles in the running for both hazards that can catch on a riser of out of fashion these days, but the SRS
the SOCOM contract have folding stocks a deploying parachute, precluding the (thankfully) is a sling user’s dream.
(with hinges that could fail), whereas the weapon from use in free fall. The SRS has
SRS easily measures under the 40-inch max a fixed stock, makes the length require- ONE RIFLE,
fully extended.
ments and has a slick side that won’t catch MANY CALIBERS
Another convenient feature of the SRS on any deploying risers. As such, it is a The SRS is a rifle capable of changing caliis that it has a slick side, enabling snipers strong candidate for the PSR contract, as bers in approximately 60 seconds. The
to jump the weapon in free fall. Special few other rifles qualify given these criteria. only tool required is a torque wrench
operations snipers must be free-fall qualiThe short length is also a tremendous with appropriate bit, a barrel complete
advantage to law enforcement snipers with extension and (in some cases) a new
// The three-chamber muzzlebrake is
who find themselves frequently employing bolt. The SRS is available in .243 Win.,
extremely effective at taming felt recoil
vehicle hides or .308 Win., .300 Win. Mag. and .338
with the powerful .338 LM and .300 Win.
working in con- Lapua Mag.
Mag. It can be removed to allow access
to a threaded muzzle for the attachment
The multicaliber trend is one that I
stricted areas.
of a suppressor.
The short over- hope continues to flourish among firearm
all length makes manufacturers. If the end-user can change
it much easier to calibers on his rifle, it enables both milimaneuver into a vehicle tary and law enforcement professionals to
hide than a conventionally stocked rifle. tailor their rifle to their training/operating
Spend just a few minutes low-crawling budget and mission requirements. If there
with an SRS and the advantages of its short is a surplus of one caliber of ammunition,
it enables snipers to shoot what they have
length are immediately perceived.
The SRS has a quad rail similar to what available through their rifle using only one
we find on the ubiquitous M4. The quad optic and requiring familiarity with only
www.gunsandammo.com // Bullpup Rifles
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SRS
one fire-control system. There is no need
to train on a variety of different rifles with
different ergonomics, trigger-pull weights
and optics.
With the advent of PDAs, the sniper also
has the capability of generating detailed
and complete electronic data books for
each caliber conversion of his rifle. This
option enables the sniper to focus his training on real-world scenarios and get away
from training days and resources wasted
on collecting data from yard lines.

SHOOTING IMPRESSIONS
I spent a day at the range firing the SRS
chambered in .338 Lapua Magnum. Of
all the caliber offerings available for the
SRS, I feel that the .338 Lapua Mag offers
the sniper the most performance for dollar
spent. The .338 SRS tips the scales at a
svelte 12.4 pounds (empty, no optic), so it
is easily portable. The rifle is also extremely
short, considering the 26-inch barrel that
capitalizes on all of the .338 Lapua Mag’s
considerable ballistic performance.
I spent some time handling the rifle and
dry firing it before I settled in to shoot. I
loved the way it balanced in the hands, but

// The bullpup bolt action configuration helps the rifle maintain a compact
profile. This layout shifts more of the
weight to the rear of the rifle, which
centralizes the balance point of the
rifle. This helps the rifle handle like
one that is much lighter.

I noted some design
deficiencies that worried me.
When firing the rifle, the shooter places
his head directly on top of the polymer
covered housing where the bolt rides.
This is good in that the centerline axis
of the bore passes straight through the
firing shoulder, which greatly facilitates
effective recoil management, but it’s bad
because there is absolutely no adjustment
for comb height. I like to really lay my head
on the rifle when firing it, so I found that
the very high comb placed my head in
perfect alignment with the scope. I could
completely relax behind the rifle, and my
head sat right where it needed to be to
look through the scope without requiring
any muscular tension to hold it in place. I
saw absolutely no scope shadow.
People with chubbier cheeks may find

that the high comb places their head too
high to effectively see through the scope.
Granted, this can be remedied by purchasing taller scope rings that will raise the
scope, but new rings add to the rifle’s not
inconsiderable cost. The rings are also the
only way to get a 20-, 30- or 40-MOA bias
into the scope. The Picatinny rail that runs
along the top of the receiver and fore-end
has no bias, so if you want to shoot past
1,000 yards, you’ll need to get the appropriate rings.
I found that the rifle fit me perfectly, as it
will most who fire it, so I settled behind the
gun with a loaded mag and sighted in on
the target 700 yards away. The SRS trigger
is a joy to experience, and recoil was negligible. I’ve fired a few .338 Lapuas in my
day, and this one is a real sweetheart. The
way the shooter can get directly behind

// The thread protector
on the .308 Win. barrel
installed on this SRS rifle
barely protrudes from the
quad rail. The rifle is guaranteed to print half-MOA
accuracy as a standard
feature.
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the bore radically reduces muzzle jump,
and the muzzlebrake really minimizes the
thump the shooter receives in his shoulder.
The .338 SRS has two plunger-type
ejectors that ensure that the empty case
clears the ejection port, and the three lugs
on the bolt, with its accompanying 60degree throw, make short work of cycling
the action. I did notice that the ergonomics
of the SRS placed the bolt handle close to
the firing shoulder, which made it easier to
short-stroke the gun when trying to rapidly
cycle the bolt. There is a machined raceway
along the housing where the bolt rides and
an accompanying lug on the bolt that fits
in it. The combination ensures that the bolt
doesn’t bind while cycling, and it worked
beautifully throughout the range session.

// The magazine can be
quickly changed, but
requires the shooter to
get out of position in
order to do so.

PERFORMANCE
DTA offers a three-shot half-MOA guarantee at 100 yards on the SRS, indicative of
the high level of confidence that it places
in its product. I’m glad to see DTA stand
behind its product in a fashion that inspires
consumer confidence in the rifle’s abilities
as well as demonstrates the company’s
willingness to make things right should
the unforeseen happen.
On range day, I opted to shoot at the
range max of 700 yards, mostly because
shooting a .338 Lapua Magnum at 100
yards (guarantee or no guarantee) seemed a
bit like swatting flies with a sledgehammer.
It’s important to realize that half-MOA at
100 yards in no way equals half-MOA at 700
yards. Small imperfections in the barrel’s
throat, inconsistencies in the rifling in the
bore and velocity variation with the ammo
will all be invisible at 100 yards, but they’ll
have a profound impact on accuracy at 700
yards. Wind-speed variation and shooter
error will also have a much more profound
impact at 700 yards than 100 yards.
The first load I fired was some RUAG
252-grain FMJ that I had laying around.
The wind hovered right around seven mph
with occasional gusts to 10 mph from the 3
o’clock. I waited until the wind came back
to where it was when I fired my sighter
rounds, then I hammered out three rounds
in about 15 seconds before (I thought) the
wind conditions could change. This group
measured 4.1 inches and was strung
horizontally, indicating that the wind did

// The ambidextrous safety
switch can be operated
without having to remove
the firing hand from the
pistol grip.

change even in that short time period.
Vertical dispersion hovered right around
1½ inches.
Next up was some Hornady 250-grain
BTHP. I overcorrected for wind on my
second shot and opened up the group
from just under three to just over six inches.
This group was also strung horizontally,
with vertical dispersion measuring less
than ¾ inch.
The final group came from some Lapua
250-grain HPBT. The group measured 4.2
inches at 700 yards and was spread as
much horizontally as it was vertically. The
barrel was pretty hot from sighters and
groups already fired, and I left the second
round in the chamber while I waited more
than a minute for the wind to come back
to where it was for my first shot. Rounds
left in the chamber too long get hot and
go high, so it’s a safe bet that at least one
or two of those inches for this last group
were from this particular mistake of mine.

final thoughts
The DTA SRS has forced me to recon-

sider my previous stance on bullpup
rifles. Its short overall length gives it
unprecedented portability and maneuverability, especially for a rifle with a
26-inch barrel. The trigger was excellent
by any standard and one that I wouldn’t
consider modifying for any reason. It’s
perfect already, no need to tamper with
or improve it. I also really appreciated
the quad rail that makes it possible to
attach bipods, NVDs and IR lasers in
an infinite array of configurations. For
a military or LE sniper with enough of
a budget for high-end rifles, the SRS
makes an excellent choice.
The SRS has a lot to offer us civilians,
too. With just one rifle, we can shoot four
different calibers and only have to buy one
good scope. It is an extremely accurate
rifle that fits easily in any truck and is a
joy to shoot.
It corrected many of the misconceptions that I had about bullpup rifles in
general and convinced me of their attributes, especially when employed by
snipers.
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